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GENERAL HAND TOOLS

SAFETY ROPE

Controlable in length and flexible coiled rope.
Applicable for any tool which has safety holes 
Ex.ratchet wrenches and adjustable angle wrenches.
Falling loads up to 1kg of weight per tool. 

(To prevent tools from falling at heights)
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●One way holder through the belt of woraking wear.
●New metal (vynil lazer)against anti-frinction.�
●Stable store of the tools due to slope finish of insertion and mid-bending type.
●With mesh pocket for a small thing.

●It use nylon rope core in poly-uretane 
    cord.
●Working quality is very nice due to its 
    flexibility.

●Flexbile,thin,and light type without feeling
    heavy work.
●It use kevlar core of Dupont Inc. of the
   United States of America on the poly-
   uretane cord.

●It use stainless wire core in uretane code and duration is the best.
●Rope diameter is small and flexibile and revival of coil shap is speedy.

The way to connect

AR 300KP 45

AR 350PP
AR 350PR 65
AR 350PY

AR 230G

Color
Green

AR 230Y Yellow 85

AR 230P Pink

Fluor scent purple

Fluor scent purple

Yellow
Pink

RHD 7 85264 58

Nylon rope core

Stainless wire core

Kevlar core

Stainless wire core with direct catch hook

AR430DV・DR・DY・DB

AR350PP・PR・PY

AR230G・Y・P

RHD7

AR300KP

Normal length／470mm
Maximum stretched length／1,700mm

Normal length／490mm
Maximum stretched length／1,820mm

Normal length／480mm
Maximum stretched length／2,300mm

Normal length／520mm
Maximum stretched length／1,550mm

Remarks

Remarks

Weight（g）

Weight（g）

Item No. 

Item No. 

Color RemarksWeight（g）Item No. 

AR 430DV
AR 430DR 65
AR 430DY

AR 430DB

Violet 
Red

Yellow green
Clear Black

Color RemarksWeight（g）Item No. 

Color RemarksWeight（g）Item No. 

Full length Width

(Unit: mm)
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■Example of use

RATCHET HOLDER PAT.

PAT.P.

Direct catch system slim hook can be 
connected with the tools.
Direct catch system can be hooked the 
thick tool which we could not hook be-
fore.
It use stainless wire core(SUS304) in 
poly-uretane cord(PPU), and revivality 
and duration is the best.
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Direct catch system before
In case of using the connecting wire

Diameter of cord
Diameter of stainless core

Diameter of cord／φ2.5mm
Diameter of kevlar core／φ1.2mm

Diameter of cord／φ3mm
Diameter of wire core／φ1.0mm

Diameter of cord／φ5.5mm
Diameter of nylon core／φ3.0mm


